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Archive of Aurelius Ammon, scholasticus, son of Petearbeschinis

Place
Date

Language
Material

Number of texts
Type

Collections
Find/Acquisition

Panopolis
AD 281-366
Greek
Papyrus
More than a hundred (many unpublished)
Family archive (two generations)
Cologne University; Duke; Firenze, Istituto Vitelli
[find/acquisition]
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Description The archive of Ammon contains a few hundred papyri, some quite large, others very small
fragments, ranging from AD 281 to 366. It is dispersed over the collections of Cologne, Duke
and the Istituto Vitelli at Firenze. At this moment, only a handful papyri from Duke and
Cologne are published (P.Ammon I). However, several more volumes are planned. P.Ammon
II, to be published in 2004 by K.Maresch and Isabella Andorlini, will provide texts
concerning the landed property of Ammon’s family and a few new papyri belonging to the
court case between Ammon and Eugeneios (5-25)1 and some Florentine fragments
completing 2, 5-22 and 24.

In 1968, the Duke University Library acquired 9 fragments of the archive in Achmim. In
1971, a substantial part of the Ammon archive (inv. 176-229) acquired by Duke together with
some 100 unnumbered tiny fragments in the same year. P.Duke inv. 1290-1317 were added
later. From 1971 on, documents belonging to the collections of the university of Cologne
(4531 - 4557), were joined to the Duke material. They are now on permanent loan at Duke
with inventory numbers 1278 - 1289.

The archive is named after its final keeper Aurelius Ammon, son of Petearbeschinis and his
second wife Senpetechensis. He was born in the early 4th century AD in Panopolis. He is “the
mainstay” of the family. Ammon was a well-educated lawyer (scholastikos) with interests in
rhetoric and philosophy. The archive includes not only his own papers, but also documents
from other members of his family.

Ammon belonged to a distinguished and wealthy pagan family of high-ranking priests.
Ammon’s father, Petearbeschinis, was priest of Pan (Egyptian Min), the main god of the
Panopolite nome. Petearbeschinis’ first wife, Senpasis, was priestess and daughter of a priest.
His half-brother Horion I was priest and archiprophetes of the temples of the nome. Horion’s
son Horion II was expected to succeed his father in the heriditary propheteia. Ammon
himself seems to have been a priest (cf. P.Duke inv. 198 of 326; receipt to the priest Ammon)
before embarking on a public career as scholastikos. Other members of the family, though not
priests, were educated and prominent in other pursuits. Ammon’s brother, Aurelius
Harpokration, was a member of the imperial comitatus and curator and procurator of
important cities in Greece. Apollon, Ammon’s nephew, was a poet. Apparently the earlier
generation of the family were priests, the generation of Ammon chose a civil career (cf. fig.
2).                                                  
1 The numbers in bold refer to the text in P.Ammon I.
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generation of the family were priests, the generation of Ammon chose a civil career (cf. fig.
2).

The numerous papers of the Ammon archive can be grouped around a few subjects (cf. fig.1).

a) In AD 348, a conflict arises before the court of the Catholicus Flavius Sisinnius between
Ammon and the delator Eugeneios about the ownership of domestic slaves (5-25). When
Ammon’s brother Harpokration left Alexandria to take up a major appointment in the
emperor’s service abroad, he left behind an unknown number of male slaves2. At
Harpokration’s death in AD 348, Eugeneios rushed to Alexandria to lay claim on the slaves in
the belief that Harpokration had died intestate and without legal heir.

All the texts concerning the case are dated around AD 348 and were written by Ammon
himself, though in two distinct styles of handwriting. Drafts appearently intended only for his
own eyes, he wrote in a rough, rapid “draft-hand”. For final copies of documents that he
expected to submit, he wrote in a more careful “formal hand” (5, 7, 14). The former group
clearly predominates.

Ammon tries to establish his rights, first in Panopolis (5; deputation) and later in Alexandria
before the Catholicus (6; draft of certification in which Ammon reported his arrival). The
Catholicus then apparently demanded a further explanation, and this Ammon set out to do at
the end of AD 348 in a long diamartyria (protestation) to the Catholicus, of which 9
incomplete drafts survive (7-15). While Ammon was drafting the various versions, it became
clear that Harpocration had in fact left a will, which gave a totally new twist to the case. 16-
25 are fragments of drafts of petitions from Ammon to the Catholicus and the prefect,
continuing the litigation.

                                                                                                                                                                       
2 The editors of P.Ammon I erroneously identified this slaves with the three female slaves mentioned by Ammon several
years before in his letter to his mother (3); cf. P. VAN MINNEN, op.cit., p.194.
3 The editors of 3 place this text in AD 348. However this date is almost impossible. A date between AD 324 and 330 would
fit better; cf. P. VAN MINNEN, op.cit., p.193.
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25 are fragments of drafts of petitions from Ammon to the Catholicus and the prefect,
continuing the litigation.

b) The archive contains also a few other petitions, most of them drafts and still unpublished.
P.Duke inv. 190-193 and 195 of AD 285-305 are petitions to the prefect about a disputed
priesthood. The same subject matter is found in two drafts of a petition from the priest
Aurelius Petechensis through Ammon, to Salvius Synegorios (P.Duke inv. 211-212). 4 is a
petition of Horion II via Ammon, to the prefect. Ammon vainly tried to obtain from the
archiereus the appointment of his nephew Horion II to the propheteia in succession to his
deceased father.

In AD 365 or 366, Ammon had a dispute with a neighbour who repeatedly encroached on the
land of Ammon himself and of the orphaned child(ren) of his daughter. P.Duke inv. 207-208
and 1283 are drafts of a petition written by Ammon and his daughter to the prefect. P.Duke
inv. 179V is another complaint by Ammon to the prefect. About the same time, Ammon
wrote a draft of a petition to the prefect (P.Duke inv. 209).

c) A large group of documents pertain to the family possessions. The family owned or drew
income from extensive holdings scattered throughout the Panopolite nome. The earliest
papers concern Ammon’s parents. In AD 282, Petearbeschinis’ first wife Senpasis purchased
a share of a house in Panopolis and one aroura of land in the plain of Marion. The property
formerly belonged to Aurelius Hierax, who bought it in AD 280 and sold it to Aurelia
Artemidora in AD 281. Two copies of the contract of AD 280 were kept in Ammon’s archive
(P.Coll.Youtie II 71 and 72). In AD 289, Senpasis had the sale registered with the
bibliophylakes of the Panopolite nome (P.Coll.Youtie II 73). Declarations of property are
filed by Ammon’s parents  in AD 299 and 303 (P.Duke inv. 181-184). In AD 299, Ammon’s
halfbrother Horion I registered the property in the Panopolite nome belonging to the
propheteia (P.Duke inv. 180).

Many undated and unpublished familypapers include farming accounts, lists of property, land
and houses owned by the family, receipts and contracts.

d) There are only 2 private letters in Ammon'’ archive. P.Duke inv. 210 is a letter of Ammon
to a certain Aurelius concerning a baby. 3 is a letter by Ammon from Alexandria to his
mother in Panopolis, probably written shortly after 324 AD3. It is the longest surviving
private papyrus letter and our main source of information about Ammon’s family. It is
carefully written in Ammon’s formal hand and consistently punctuated. It no doubt returned
to Ammon after his mother died.

e) Finally, two literary texts illuminate Ammon’s cultural interests (1-2). 2 belongs to a
papyrus codex containing the Odyssey; 1 is a private memorandum, in which Ammon lists
the principal philosophers he got acquainted with during his university education.

The Ammon papers are a family archive (two generations; cf. fig. 2), including material for
several actions at court and documents concerning the family’s holdings, though title deeds
play only a minor role. Most of the bookkeeping documents remain unpublished so that, at
least for the moment, the stress is on the court conflicts. Ammon’s father Petearbeschinis
may have been the first archive holder, keeping the documents of the generation of Ammon’s
parents (AD 281-325), mainly sale contracts and declarations of property of Petearbeschinis’
first and second wife and from his son Horion I. Since Ammon was the last surviving
member of his generation, as far as we know, all of the family papers eventually ended up
with him. Most of the texts relating to Ammon’s own generation (AD 326-366), concern
Ammon and are written by him. The major types here are petitions (especially  the court case
of Harpocration) and lists of land. In terms of percentage, 23,3% of documents belong to the
generation of Ammon’s parents; 76,7% to his own age. Only dated texts or documents written
in Ammon’s hand, are taken into account.
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with him. Most of the texts relating to Ammon’s own generation (AD 326-366), concern
Ammon and are written by him. The major types here are petitions (especially  the court case
of Harpocration) and lists of land. In terms of percentage, 23,3% of documents belong to the
generation of Ammon’s parents; 76,7% to his own age. Only dated texts or documents written
in Ammon’s hand, are taken into account.

Appendices Fig. 1: Types of documents in the archive

Fig. 2: Stemma of Ammon’s family

     Pasis      x       Tasnos                               Horos      x       ?                       Petebeschinis       x       ?

    (priest)

                Senpasis                       x                       Petearbeschinis             x                   Senpetechensis

               (priestess)                                                (priest of Pan)

Horion I                                         Petetriphis    Harpokration      Ammon           (Polykrates and Sarapodoros ?)

(archiprophetes)                                                      (rhetor)             (lawyer)

Horion II                brothers (Apollon?)                                         daughter x Helladios
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